Two-dimensional (2D) Xenes of a single type of element can offer fascinating electronic properties, such as massless Dirac fermions for extremely high charge-carrier mobility and topological insulators for dissipationless electron transport. However, the realization of either the massless Dirac fermions or the topological insulator in a same element system via a simple physical method has rarely been reported, which is of great importance for the development of next-generation electronic devices. Here, by using first-principles calculations, we identify that a 2D square tellurium system can be effectively tuned to realize either the massless Dirac fermions or the topological insulator phase. The 2D square tellurium system shows three structural phases via strain effect, i.e., buckled square, buckled rectangular, and planar square phases, which exhibit extraordinary topological properties. There are four anisotropic Dirac points in the buckled square phase, in which the Fermi velocity can be as high as 9.44 × 10 5 m/s. The buckled rectangular phase can behave as a quantum spin Hall insulator with a band gap of 0.24 eV, pointing towards promising applications for room-temperature devices. There also exist nodal lines in buckled square/planar square structures in the non-spin-orbit-coupling case. These findings extend the knowledge on single-layer materials and promote future applications of the 2D tellurium systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exceptional physical properties of graphene, such as the extremely high charge-carrier mobility which is mainly due to massless Dirac fermions [1] , have triggered a flurry of exploration of two-dimensional (2D) materials hosting Dirac fermion quasiparticles [2] [3] [4] and their innovative applications in electronics, energy, and healthcare [5] [6] [7] . Especially, 2D materials of a single element (X) have gradually become a new focus for realizing Dirac cones that show intriguing electronic transport properties for high-speed low-dissipation technologies [8, 9] . In addition, they are also interesting for realizing topological insulators (TIs), which host quantum spin Hall effect (QSHE) along one-dimensional helical edge states, providing a new mechanism to realize nondissipative electronic transport for low-power multifunctional devices [10] . Till now, several 2D crystalline structures composed of a single element ranging from group III to group V were proposed, such as silicene, germanene, stanene, borophene, and phosphorene, where X = Si, Ge, Sn, B, and P, respectively [11] [12] [13] [14] . However, to the best of our knowledge, 2D Xenes composed of group VI elements are still poorly investigated and their properties need further investigation.
The existing 2D Xenes mainly show the honeycomb lattice, and the corresponding massless Dirac fermions are protected by the hexagonal symmetry. However, systems with other symmetries can also protect Dirac cone band dispersions [15, 16] . For instance, square MoS 2 [17] , SnX 2 (X = S, Se, or Te) with a square lattice [18] and P mmn boron with rectangular lattices [19] possess Dirac bands. In addition, band overlap and a proper Fermi level are required to isolate the Dirac cone from other energy bands. Because of such strict requirements, systems with anisotropic Dirac cones are very exotic [9, 19] . The discovery of new 2D materials with anisotropic Dirac cones will not only enrich the knowledge of Dirac physics but also widen the field of potential applications.
Here, by means of first-principles calculations, we identify that 2D square lattice tellurium is a versatile material with tunable anisotropic Dirac cones in which topological phase transitions can be realized via strain engineering. It shows three phases under different strain levels, i.e., buckled square (BS) phase, buckled rectangular (BR) phase, and planar square (PS) phase. In the non-spin-orbit-coupling (SOC) case, there exist nodal lines in the band structures of BS and PS phases. When SOC interaction is taken into account, the BS phase of 2D tellurium realizes a band structure with four anisotropic Dirac points, implying direction-dependent electronic transport, and the band dispersions can be described by a simple k • p model. The highest observed Fermi velocity of the Dirac points is 9.44 × 10 5 m/s, comparable to that of graphene (10 6 m/s) [20] . Moreover, in the BR phase, the largest band gap and direct band gap for 2D quantum spin Hall insulators (QSHIs) are 0.29 and 0.24 eV, respectively. This is comparable to the largest band gap for TIs reported in previous studies [21] [22] [23] . These studies pave the way to applications of Dirac fermion systems and QSHIs in electronic and spintronic devices, and the exploration of new material candidates for realizing the quantum anomalous Hall effect [24] .
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The first-principles calculations within density functional theory (DFT) were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package [25, 26] . The exchange-correlation energy was treated within the generalized gradient approximation in the form of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof [27] . The vacuum region in the supercell was set to about 20Å in order to avoid spurious interactions between the monolayer and its periodic images. The electron-ion interactions were treated using projector augmented wave potentials. Cutoff energy for plane-wave expansion was 400 eV. K-point meshes of 12 × 12 × 1 and 24 × 24 × 1 are employed for geometry optimization and self-consistent electronic structure calculations, respectively. Gaussian method is used for smearing with a parameter of 0.01 eV. Geometries were fully relaxed until the residual forces on each atom were less than 0.001 eV/Å. The value of the band gap was verified using the nonlocal Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) hybrid functional calculation [28, 29] . The maximally localized Wannier functions [30, 31] for Te p orbitals were generated as the basis set and a tight-binding model was constructed to calculate Z 2 invariant and edge states for the system. For the interface structure of BS Te/SrTiO 3 , the bottom Te atom was assumed to be directly above the surface Sr atom of the SrTiO 3 substrate at a distance of ∼3Å. The van der Waals interaction within DFT [32, 33] was also considered to deal with interaction between monolayer tellurium and SrTiO 3 for structure optimization [34] . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structures and topological phase transitions of the monolayer tellurium system
Recent studies indicate that low-dimensional tellurium can show different structures which may lead to versatile electronic properties [35, 36] . Previous studies also indicated that several materials based on a square or rectangular lattice can host the quantum spin Hall phase [17, [37] [38] [39] . To date, the existing 2D materials can be mechanically exfoliated from their layered bulk counterparts or be grown epitaxially on proper substrates. Here, we found that a type of 2D tellurium system can be obtained by cutting from a corresponding experimental bulked structure [see Fig. 1(a) ] [40] . The optimized structure is a 2D square tellurium as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the electronic properties of which can be tuned by strain to present rich topological physics. For the 2D square tellurium, there are two inequivalent atoms per unit cell and three types of bonds, due to the central Te atom being displaced towards one corner of the unit cell. Its typical structure is a buckled structure with the optimized lattice constant a 0 = 4.12Å and a band gap of 0.16 eV [37] . Each Te atom forms three covalent bonds with the nearest Te atoms, as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The remaining two electrons in the p orbitals form a lone electron pair on each Te atom, which makes half of the Te atoms displace up and the other half displace down, relative to the plane of the material, thus forming a buckled structure. This is supported by the calculated charge difference density, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . However, we found that the buckled structure can be tuned by strain engineering, as indicated by the calculated energy change versus strain in Fig. 1(d) . Equiaxial strain here is defined as (a−a 0 )/a 0 × 100% (positive strain refers to expansion, while negative strain refers to compression). We can see from Fig. 1 (d) that the energy change is about 150 meV when equiaxial strain changes from −5 to 7%, inducing a phase transition. The angle θ between the z axis and the nearest-neighbor Te-Te bond was also calculated, as shown as the inset of Fig. 1 
(e).
Three phases of the 2D tellurium system can be distinguished according to the equiaxial strain applied. When equiaxial strain is applied with −4.5%, the tellurium layer transforms into the BS phase I. The buckled crystal structure belongs to space group P 4/nmm (no. 129) and one of two Te atoms is located at the center with coordinate (0.5, 0.5), shown in Fig. 2(a) . Then, as noted from Fig. 1(e) , over a large strain range from −4 to 7%, the 2D tellurium monolayer remains stable as in the BR phase II (C2/m, no. 12), and the Te atom in the middle moves off the center. Thus, the two Te atoms become inequivalent displayed in a bucked square lattice [see Fig. 2(b) ]. Finally, when strain increases to 8%, the tellurium is pulled into the planar square structure [P 4/mmm, no. 123, shown in Fig. 2(c) ] and the system turns into PS phase III.
To understand the mechanism of the phase transition, we investigate in detail the strain dependence of bond lengths. There are three types of bonds in the unit cell for the square tellurium system: short bonds, long bonds, and medium bonds defined by different distances between the neighboring Te atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d) . It can be seen that two Te atoms locate themselves in the blue square real-space lattice and are represented as blue points. To see clearly the direction of each bond, we also provide the reciprocal-space lattice corresponding to the real-space lattice, illustrated as a black square in Fig. 2(d) . Because the central Te atom displaces towards one corner of the square lattice, the long or short bond is created along the M 2 -G direction in reciprocal space and the medium bond is along the M 1 -G direction, which is perpendicular to the M 2 -G direction. Figure 2 (e) displays the strain dependence of each bond length. In the BR phase II, the long or medium bond length increases with increasing the strain, while the short bond length decreases. When the system transforms into the BS phase I, the three bond lengths become equal and decrease with the decrease of strain. Similarly, at the transition point from the BR phase II to the PS phase III, the three bond lengths also become equal and increase with the increase of strain. This indicates that these two phase transitions are of the first order. The three phase transitions are characterized by different electronic properties associated with different topological features in the 2D tellurium system. The detailed results for these three phases are discussed as follows.
B. Topological properties of the monolayer tellurium system
First, the topological properties of phase I are investigated. The BS structures possess a nodal line (parallel to the xy plane) when SOC is neglected, but transform into a 2D TI when considering SOC. The band structure without considering the SOC interaction is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The valence and conduction bands near the Fermi level belong to different irreducible representations (IRs) of the C 2v point group: the IR of the band shown in red is A 1 , while that shown in black is B 1 [see inset of Fig. 3(a) ] [41] . Thus, band intersection can form a nodal line in the non-SOC case, protected by the PT (product of P and T) symmetry, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . If the SOC is considered, the gap will be opened along the nodal line, leaving four Dirac point degeneracies.
At the phase transition point ( = −4.5%), the massless Dirac fermion bands remain intact. The calculated band structures with and without SOC for this BS structure ( = −4.5%) are compared in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) . Two linear band crossings (91 meV above the Fermi level) appear in the Brillouin zone (BZ) (along the M 1 -G and G-M 2 directions, respectively), which indicates the existence of Dirac cones with holes as charge carriers in this structure. This is further confirmed by the hybrid DFT calculations with the HSE06 functional. In fact, there are four Dirac points in this BS structure with coordinates (±0.186, ±0.186), which are equivalent due to the fourfold rotation symmetry and illustrated as red dots in the BZ sketch in Fig. 3(b) . When the strain further decreases ( < −4.5%), the band gap of the BS structure is opened at the Dirac points with a much larger value than that of graphene (∼μeV) [42] , as shown in Fig. 1(e) . The SOC energy bands for BS structures with different strain are also shown in Fig. S1 of the Supplemental Material [43] . In the case of graphene, the band gap is due to the second-order contribution of SOC from π band electrons, while the first-order SOC term has no contribution due to the flat geometry. In the case of considered BS configuration, the first-order SOC contribution is present because the hybridization between the π and σ orbitals is enabled in the highly buckled structure [4] . The Fermi velocity of the Dirac bands is also calculated for the BS structure under different strain values in order to assess the charge-carrier mobility. The band dispersions are anisotropic, and the following k • p model is used:
Assume Table S1 in the Supplemental Material [43] . To estimate the accuracy of the parameters, the parameters are fit to the first-principles energy bands of BS structures with various strain, as shown in Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material [43] . The value of the larger velocity branches along the k x and k y directions slightly increase with the increase of strain, while the value of the smaller velocity branches along the k x and k y directions decrease with the increase of strain, as plotted in Fig. 4(b) . The BS structure under strain of = −4.5% has the highest Fermi velocity of 9.36 × 10 5 m/s in the k x direction and 9.44 × 10 5 m/s in the k y direction, which is comparable to that of graphene, while the lowest Fermi velocity is only about 75% of the highest one in each direction. The distortion of Dirac cones suggests high direction-dependent electrical conductivities. To give a visual description of the Dirac cones, a representative three-dimensional picture is shown in Fig. 4(c) . Only one of the four Dirac cones is shown since four are related by symmetry.
Second, we further address the topological properties of phase II. The BR structure contains two band crossings along the M 1 -G direction without considering SOC. The non-SOC band structure is shown in Fig. 3(c) . The valence-band maximum and the conduction-band minimum are described by different IRs of the C 2 point group. The IR of the band shown in red is A, while that of the band shown in black is B [see Fig. 3(c) inset] [41] . Thus, two Dirac points equivalent due to the twofold rotation symmetry are formed in the M 1 -G direction. In addition, it is worth noting that there exists a band gap along the G-M 2 direction, which can be understood via bond length analysis in the following way. Consider a structure characterized by = 4% strain. The lengths of short, long, and medium bonds are 2.82, 3.47, and 3.16Å, respectively. The band inversion takes place at the G point, but the hybridization is mainly in the short bond along the G-M 2 direction due to bond length difference, resulting in inequivalent band structures along the G-M 2 and M 1 -G directions. For this reason, one can see from Fig. 3(c) that the band gap opens only along the G-M 2 direction, leaving the band crossing in the band inversion state along the M 1 -G direction.
When SOC is taken into account, the gap is opened at the Dirac point and the BR structure becomes a 2D TI, with the mechanism of this transformation being similar to that of the BS structure. The band-gap variation with strain is shown in Fig. 1(e) . To verify the QSHE phase of the BR structure, we further evaluated the Z 2 invariant by tracing the evolution of the Wannier charge centers during an adiabatic pumping. The Z 2 invariant is identified by the odd number crossings of Wannier charge centers (black lines) of the reference line (red line). For example, the BR structure under = 4% strain has a Z 2 index (crossing number modulo 2) of 1, as shown in Fig. 4(d) . This indicates that the structure realizes the 2D QSHI phase, possessing the helical edge states connecting the conduction and valence bands. The nontrivial helical edge states can be obtained from the zigzag top edge (indicated by the transverse red dotted line) along the x direction of the Te monolayer as shown in Fig. 2(b) . And the surface states are calculated using the Green's-function method based on the tight-binding Hamiltonian as shown in Fig. 4(e) . Clearly, the edge states (red lines) of the BR structure are present in the energy gap, which is different from the band structure of a trivial insulator. When a mild strain of = 4% is applied, the band gap reaches a maximum value of 0.24 eV, which makes applications in room-temperature devices feasible. The band gap is slightly enhanced when the calculations are performed using the hybrid functional HSE06. The QSHE phase is present in a broad range of strain from −4 to 7%, indicating the potential applications under various mechanical environments. In addition, the band gap of the BR structure is always larger than 0.084 eV, which implies the robustness of the QSHE states. Hence, we argue that the helical edge states are protected from crystal structural deformation at ambient temperature.
Third, we address the topological properties of the overall metallic phase III. When not taking SOC into account, the structure exhibits a nodal line and a degeneracy. We first calculate the band structure without SOC and find there are three band crossings along the X 1 -M 1 and M 1 -G directions [ Fig. 3(e) ]. Detailed wave-function analysis shows that the two band crossings, formed by bands shown in black and red, belong to different IRs of the C 2v point group [inset of Fig. 3(e) ]. The IR of the band shown in red is A 1 , while that of the band shown in black is B 1 [41] . Thus, in the non-SOC case, the band intersections can form a nodal line in the form of four right angles [illustrated in Fig. 4(f) ], protected by the PT symmetry. In addition, it is worth noting that along the M 1 -G direction the bands indicated in green and red are degenerate at the G point. We indicate this degeneracy by the blue point in the middle of the schematic diagram [ Fig. 4(f) ]. Furthermore, the other band crossing formed by the bands shown in black and green (along the M 1 -G direction) is also described by different group IRs. This means that this band crossing could lead to another nodal line, but its energy is much lower than the Fermi level. When SOC is included, the band gap is opened along the nodal line near the Fermi level. A large band gap is opened along the X 1 -M 1 direction, while a smaller band gap of 0.06 eV is seen along the M 1 -G direction [inset of Fig. 3(f) ].
C. Tellurene on SrTiO 3
Finally, we would like to discuss the possibility of experimental synthesis of the BS structure in phase I. We suggest the insulating SrTiO 3 substrate as a possible candidate to stabilize the strained structure, with the reasons being that (1) SrTiO 3 has a large experimental energy gap of 3.2 eV [44] (1.84 eV as theoretical value [45] ), which can well preserve the topological properties of tellurium around the Fermi level, and (2) the small lattice mismatch (<1%) between the lattice constant of SrTiO 3 (a = 3.91Å) [46] and that of BS Te (a ∼ 3.94Å) may allow growing monolayer tellurene. The calculation of the BS Te/SrTiO 3 model is displayed in Fig. 5(a) . The band structure shows that four 2D Dirac cones in the BS phase I remain and a small SOC gap of 0.041 eV is opened due to the substrate effect. However, comparing the SOC band structure in Fig. 3(b) with that in Fig. 5(b) , we can see that the Dirac bands along the M 1 -G and G-M 2 directions in the BS Te/SrTiO 3 system are not degenerate any more since inversion symmetry of the BS structure is broken by the substrate. In addition, to further verify that the topological phase of BS Te is not affected, we calculated its Z 2 invariant using the same method as described above [47] . The result shows that the Z 2 index is 1, confirming the topological properties of Dirac cones, around which electrons can move with high mobility. The calculated Fermi velocity of the BS Te/SrTiO 3 system is direction dependent. Table S1 in the Supplemental Material and parameter fitting bands are shown in Fig. S2 in the Supplemental Material [43] ], which are slightly smaller than those for the corresponding 2D BS structure. These results reveal that the presence of SrTiO 3 substrate does not affect the Dirac fermion band dispersion of the BS structure. In addition, for the BR Te monolayer structure, studies of phonon dispersions and molecular dynamics simulations confirm that its structure is stable [37] . We also note that the PS Te can be grown on the Au (100) surface even when the lattice constant is as large as 7Å, as indicated by in situ atomic force microscopy [48] . We further calculate the cohesive energy of the Te structure in each phase. The calculated cohesive energies are 2.49, 2.52, and 2.29 eV/atom for the BS structure ( = −4.5%), BR structure ( = 4%), and PS structure ( = 13%), respectively. These values are comparable to the cohesive energy of β-Te (2.56 eV/atom) which has been successfully fabricated in experiment [35] .
This also indicates the potential of experimental preparation of the 2D tellurium system.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, crystalline structures and electronic properties of a monolayer 2D square tellurium have been investigated using first-principles calculations. The buckled 2D tellurium system shows high tunability by strain, which manifests in topological phase transitions and has a strong effect on the electronic structure. Three structural phases are identified in the 2D Te system-the buckled square phase I, the buckled rectangular phase II, and the planar square phase III. The energy difference between these phases is relatively small, which favors the phase transitions. In the buckled square phase I under = −4.5% strain, there are four Dirac points with holes as charge carriers and a large Fermi velocity of 9.44 × 10 5 m/s. Upon decreasing strain, the gap is opened at the Dirac points and its value is much larger than that of graphene. The buckled rectangular phase II shows the QSHE phase in a wide strain range from −4 to 7%. The QSHE is confirmed by evaluation of the Z 2 invariant using the hybrid Wannier function technique. The maximum direct band gap of the buckled rectangular structure is 0.24 eV under a strain of = 4%, which implies robustness of the QSHE required for room-temperature applications. When strain is greater than 8%, the planar square phase III is realized. Without considering SOC, nodal-line degeneracies are present in the buckled square and planar square structures. The results also indicate that the topological properties can be controlled by structural changes rather than SOC as it was suggested in our previous papers [22] [23] [24] . The versatile electronic properties of the 2D square tellurium could be utilized in numerous prospective applications.
